Uncover the secrets of the night and the Amazon this festive season at Night Safari and River Wonders in this one-of-a-kind multi-sensory digital experience by NAKED, INC.!

Get the most out of your day-to-night Secret Wild-erland experience.

River Wonders (est. 3 hours)

3.00pm Start your journey at River Wonders! Traverse through the River Gems and be awed by our river-dwelling animals from the Mississippi River, Ganges River, Mekong River and more.

3.45pm As you enter the Pavilion Capital Giant Panda Forest, our red panda will greet you at the entrance before you meet our giant panda family! Make a pit stop at Mama Panda Kitchen and try our signature Panda Pau and Panda Cappuccino for your afternoon tea break.

4.30pm Catch the Once Upon A River animal presentation* and explore the water’s edge to discover a variety of fascinating creatures.

*Limited capacity available and online booking is required. Animal Presentation is weather permitting.

5.00pm Go on the Amazon River Quest* and see our animals such as capybara, jaguar and giant anteater.

*Additional charges apply.

5.30pm Step into the wonders of the Amazon Flooded Forest as you embark on your journey underwater. Discover the Secrets of the Amazon in a 3-minute projection show* that reveals the beauty of Amazonian wildlife.

*Show takes place every 5 minutes.

5.45pm Dive deeper at The Aquatic Clean-Up. In this interactive zone, explore the wonders of our ecosystem and help us clean up the environment!

6.00pm Round off your journey and Share Your Memories at this digital photopoint. As you make your way out, join us to make a stand against pollution by making a microsponorship contribution to the conservation of manatees!

Night Safari (est. 4 hours)

6.30pm Fuel up for your next adventure at Night Safari! Enjoy local favourites at Ulu Ulu Safari Restaurant.

7.15pm Begin your adventure at Fishing Cat Trail, where you can spot the Southern three-banded armadillos and binturongs. Follow the mystical lights as you journey through Leopard Trail towards East Lodge, where wonders await.

7.35pm Embark on your digital journey into the dark at East Lodge! Step into the ‘Big Book’ and watch the secrets of the night unfold before you. Discover the secrets of our nocturnal animals at three interactive projections, Hidden Animal Discovery, Secret Animal Alter-ego, and The Secret Jump. Can you jump higher than a clouded leopard?

7.55pm Don’t forget to capture Instagram-worthy photos with your loved ones at the Tree of Life!

8.00pm Journey into the Mystical Bar in partnership with Air New Zealand to discover the uniqueness of New Zealand under the Aurora Australis digital displays. Savour a light bite and beverage* of your choice, specially curated by local bar Jekyll & Hyde.

*Additional charges apply.

8.30pm Continue your adventure on the Tasmanian Devil Trail, where you can meet our newest resident, the North Island brown kiwi, and get up close with free-ranging wallabies in a walkthrough exhibit.

9.00pm Get ready for non-stop action at the Creatures of the Night animal presentation. Don’t forget to reserve your seats 2 hours ahead!

10.00pm To round off your night, hop aboard the Safari Tram Adventure and venture across various landscapes on this guided tram experience.

10.30pm Complete your visit by bringing home some attractive souvenirs from the Night Safari Shop on the way out!
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